In this chapter we describe an inquiry based science education (IBSE) theoretical framework applied to robotics activities carried out in European K-12 classrooms during last six years. Interactions between IBSE, problem-based learning, constructivist/constructionist learning theories and technology are discussed. Example activities will show that educational robotics may capitalize on the digital curiosity of young people leading to concrete experiences in STEM content areas and to spread computational thinking in all school types and levels. Cooperation among different stakeholders (students, teachers, scientific and disseminating institutions, families) is emphasized in order to exploit in and out of the school resources, competences and achievements, and for implementing a peer-to-peer education among students and teachers inside the same class/school or from different schools.
INTRODUCTION
During the last decade an increasing number of robotics activities for students from kindergarten to high school have been developed with different and often mixed motivations. For example, the initial goal of the well known project Roberta was the one of increasing the interest in science and technology among girls, traditionally less present than boys in these kinds of studies. An overview of the Roberta experience is given by Bredenfeld and Leimbach (2010) . Other projects aim at involving students in scientific and technological activities since an early age often with experiences out of the school curricula like the Kids' club organized by Sutinen's group at the University of Joensuu in Finland (Sutinen, 2011) . The authors of this chapter have carried out different activities though sharing the common goal of using programmable robots for manipulating concepts of the standard school curricula under the influence of the "body-geometry" suggestions in Papert's Mindstorm (1980, p.58) . Thus every activity is a mean to capitalize the digital curiosity of young people in order they have concrete experiences focusing on discovering the need or experimenting concepts of their normal school curricula. All grades from kindergarten to high school have been covered: the first author mostly worked with k-8 students using a mini-language for programming mini robots and an integrated program development environment specifically developed for young people (Demo, 2007; Demo, 2009) . The other three authors have been involved in the European TERECoP project, aimed at developing a framework and a community of interest for helping teachers to implement a robotics-enhanced constructionist learning environment in secondary schools (Alimisis, 2009 ). Most of the activities address concepts of the STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics) subjects but the interactions of the robots experiences with other disciplines related to competencies like native and foreign languages are also investigated. When in 2007 the Rocard's report was issued, it naturally suggested an analysis of the relations between its recommendations and the authors' robot activities (Rocard, 2007) . This chapter describes the current state of this analysis. Rocard's report claims that "a reversal of school science-teaching pedagogy from mainly deductive to inquiry-based methods provides the means to increase interest in science" (Rocard, p. 3) . It also addresses connections among inquiry based science education (IBSE) and problem based methodology for mathematical reasoning. As a reference definition of IBSE for our analysis we chose the theoretical framework introduced by Yves Chevallard's in (Chevallard, 1999 ). Rocard's report and Chevallard's framework are addressed in the first section of this chapter with comments on connections among IBSE, problem based and constructionist/constructivist educational methodologies. In the second section authors' robotics activities are illustrated focusing on how they implement Chevallard's IBSE framework for example because of the facts happening during the robot activities, discovered, recorded and analyzed by the students. Experiences for each school level are considered with references to other activities already described in previous papers. The presented pilot projects are characterized in terms of the level of applicability (from kindergarten to higher-education), IBSE value, and learning challenge. In kindergarten and first two grades of primary schools we used the BeeBot, by the TTS-group, in activities where children develop different skills. For example they are guided to solve topological problems, to experiment first counting and logical thinking and to get used to an inquirybased learning technique even in activities related to their mathematical curriculum, which is uncommon in lower grades as reported in De Michele, Demo and Siega (2008) , Demo and Marcianò (2007) . Examples suitable for the middle school level emphasize the goal to support the introduction of new important abstractions like variables in algebraic expressions, relative numbers, the dimensional calculation of physics, elementary goniometry, (Demo, 2009) . In high school all the potential of relative complex robotic architecture can be exploited to introduce a wide variety of new concepts: trigonometry, kinematics and dynamics, rudiments of artificial intelligence, theory of computer science and technology (Frangou et al., 2008; Arlegui et al., 2008) . The activities attain two main achievements. On the one hand, students grow used to an inquiry based science education in designing and implementing robotic activities during school hours where concepts of the normal curricula are introduced or experimented according to an IBSE, constructionist/constructivist approach. On the other hand students have the opportunity of acquiring the computational thinking fundamental skill that "should be incorporated into educational programs along with reading, writing and arithmetic to grow every child's analytical ability", as said by Jeannette Wing, President's Professor of Computer Science and head of the Computer Science Department at Carnegie Mellon, during her presentation in the Computer Science Distinguished Lecture Series at Carnegie Mellon in Qatar, April 2011. The first achievement qualifies these activities with respect to other robot proposals and characterizes educational robotics. All the described experiences contribute to increase the connections of school activities with everyday life experiences such as those in the house, in the street, during holidays possibly using scale models to replicate the out of the school environments. Keeping some of them in (science) museums fulfils the need to share efforts, expenses to realize some real environments reproductions and finally, achievements. This requires cooperation of different entities (teachers, scientific and disseminating institutions, families) under teachers' coordination. If the activities are carried out by students who implement situations where finding evidences for the concepts they are going to learn, nevertheless the teachers have the central role of inspiring and organizing the activities coordinated with the current curriculum of each different class and scaffolding students intuitions, analysis and discoveries. For each activity the teacher gives students a problem to solve with a didactical objective and during the whole process she/he applies the scaffolding function discussed in (Hmelo-Silver, Duncan and Chinn, 2007) . The figure in the conclusive section shows the teacher's central position in the educational process and summarizes the ideas expressed in this chapter.
BACKGROUND EVENTS AND CONCEPTS
In this first section we recall the Rocard's report (2007) and the definition of inquiry-based learning by Yves Chevallard (1999) that are the events and concepts on which robotics activities object of the chapter are based. Interactions among IBSE, problem based learning (PBL), constructivist/constructionist learning and technology are also discussed.
Europe needs more scientists
It is well known that Europe countries are suffering of serious shortcomings in scientific labor market (Busquin, 2004) . The research by Svein Sjøberg and Camilla Schreiner (2006) quantifies how students in most developed countries of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) are reluctant to become scientists. Among other initiatives by the European Community to face the problem, Michel Rocard led a group of researchers who designed a renewed Science Education framework in the report normally called Rocard's Report issued in 2007. It recommends an IBSE approach for the future life in our schools from the beginning years as the best strategy for triggering STEM attitudes from a very young age. Rocard's document has become a mandatory reference for projects with educational impact on STEM fields funded by the European Commission under the Science and Society framework. The Report recalls the inquiry definition by Linn, Davies and Bell (2004, p. 4) as "the intentional process of diagnosing problems, critiquing experiments, and distinguishing alternatives, planning investigations, researching conjectures, searching for information, constructing models, debating with peers, and forming coherent arguments". For mathematics teaching, in the same Report we read that "the education community often refers to Problem-Based Learning (PBL) rather than to IBSE. In fact, mathematics education may easily use a problem based approach while, in many cases, the use of experiments is more difficult" (Rocard, 2007, p. 10) . Indeed most mathematical problems posed for PBL are only-textual problems, and the students find the data already included in the problem formulation; the reality itself is removed from the problem. Conversely, the physical/environmental problems posed for the IBSE approach are a particular PBL-class that needs an interaction with the reality through the experimental work made by students. Such work contributes to develop the semantic aspect of the inquiry process that is an essential part of the problem, of its solution and of its actual understanding. That is why the authors' activities, where students program autonomous robots, are focused on extending the possibilities of experiments introducing problems related to the physical and environmental world. When we teach contents of the standard school curricula using an IBSE approach we implement a learner centered learning environment because students are the guided designers and authors of experiments by choosing the appropriate variables, getting the data, discussing its pertinence to test their hypothesis, building up by this way a significant knowledge of those contents. In a previous paper we discussed relationships among IBSE, Constructivism/Constructionism and the use of technology in schools, particularly referring to experiences in robotic-oriented programming activities carried out since 2006 with students from kindergarten to high schools in Italy and in Spain, (Arlegui et al., 2010) . In the call for paper of the conference Constructionism 2010, organized by James Clayson and Ivan Kalas at the American University in Paris, the elements of Constructionism were sketched as follows: students "need opportunities to actively explore and experiment with new concepts and materials on their own, to test and extend their understanding by designing and constructing shareable artifacts" (Clayson and Kalas, 2010) . In our proposed framework, constructionism may be seen as a methodology to produce empirical facts by designing, assembling, planning and drawing, with pencils on paper, paths for the robots. Observing that current technological tools and devices are attractive to schoolchildren and are used by them normally more easily than by adults, technology should be employed to produce facts (or data) more often and in more original ways than it has already been used. More specifically, we suggest the use of mini robots because they are themselves technological devices for producing facts. When students assemble different robots (for example having wheels with smaller/larger size than another robot) and then write different code for their robots to obtain the same behavior as with the previous wheels they produce facts. Students prepare different scenarios where a robot has to move and again produce different facts. They implement programs discussing and comparing robots movements, behaviors and facts with their classmates. Robots, their behaviors and programs are designed by teams of students and then assembled or implemented, verified and likely modified, to obtain the designed behavior. When a program is run also the behavior that the robot shows during the program execution produces data, i.e., evidences that are collected by students, shared, discussed among them and become the basis for the Chevallard's framework introduced in the following
Theoretical framework: linking facts to laws
In experimental sciences the IBSE methodology can be considered as a specific way of constructing local or extended praxeological units, whose structure is explained by Chevallard (1999, p. 22) as: 'A local praxeology shows the linking structure between a class of "facts" of a physical phenomenon and its "technical law" (or its "technical model", its "technical rule", or in a broader sense, its "technical knowledge"). An extended praxeology also shows the linking between a class of technical laws (from similar phenomena) and its corresponding "technological law", building in this way a hierarchically structured "theory" about more "facts" of a more complex phenomenon' (see figure 1) .
Figure 1 -The Didactical approach: A praxeology structure from the facts to the theory Chevallard (1999) In a praxeology, theory plays the role of explanation of the facts, and facts play the role of evidence of the theory and they make understanding, sense and meaning to the theory. The "empirical facts" are the level related with doing and the structured law in the "theory" is the level of formalization, related with knowledge. This praxeology structure ensures the link between the two. When, in a school class or laboratory, we build a praxeology structure from the facts to the theory (in the bottom-up sense of the diagram in figure 1) we are working in an inquiry based approach So far we have addressed the static scheme of praxeology with semantic relations between knowing and doing. Scientific human knowledge is, in this way, the knowledge of entire praxeological units. This is the knowledge we must construct if we want a meaningful and evidence-based knowledge. To build this kind of knowledge we have to construct a praxeology cognitively. To do this, we must choose a model of learning compatible with this approach. We choose the IBSE model, based on the constructivist model of Piaget (1972) that says we learn by discovery, constructing our knowledge by exploration trying to adapt us to new problematic situations. In terms of the praxeological model, it means that facing a new problem we must construct a new praxeology, by exploring to discover its internal relations. When we, finally, have built this new cognitive structure we can say that we have got actually a new knowledge that we can understand because we have evidences of it.
To learn into a praxeological structure we can explore with either a top-down or a bottom-up strategy. With a top-down method we start from the general formulation of the knowledge, the low or rule, and try to find a collection of facts with a search for evidence and meaning. This is an hypothetical deductive method. With a bottom-up method we start with a fact, in our case related to the robot behavior. We try to collect more facts of the same class, that is we try to get experience of the phenomenon and then look for a general explanation of the facts, building a rule or model. This is an inductive method.
Praxeologies are not only used to understand theories but, most of the time, to solve problems. But it is important to say that to solve a problem we need a rule and, for this, we need to have in advance a praxeology in which this problem can be included along with other problems of the same class. If not, we have to construct the adequate praxeology, starting from the bottom-up approach and looking for nonproblematic facts of the same class of the target problem, that is facts we can produce or observe. In this regard, a collection of praxeologies is a necessary prerequisite, as a cognitive background, to be competent to solve problems of a specific field. The teacher has an important role to guide the students to formulate the sequence of problems to be accomplished, as this sequence has to be constructivist in it to create adequate steps in learning concepts of the students' curriculum.
IBSE, Constructionism and Technology
As written above, constructionism is based on giving students opportunities to test and extend their understanding by designing and constructing sharable artifacts through which they can actively explore and experiment with new concepts and materials on their own. Constructionist IBSE approach in school subjects is based on letting students design and construct artifacts to produce the empirical facts for standard curriculum. Technology can play an important role in these experiences. Software tools have been successfully used to produce facts (or data), for example by simulating real world events as in the WISE (Web-based Inquiry Science Environment) project. Mini robots, mobile or not, allow us to go a step further because they are themselves technological devices for producing facts when students decide to assemble different robots for example changing wheels or the surface they move on. Then when students decide different behaviors for their robots and write sequences of commands to implement the behaviors they have other chances of being authors of new facts related to a concept. Both robots and programs are artifacts designed and then assembled or implemented by groups of students and allow sharing experiences among students in a peer-to-peer way of learning. In the field of inquiry-based science teaching research the French Academy of Sciences has initiated the Pollen project which is inspired from the previous and well known La Main à la pâte project, also French, guided by the Nobel Prize Georges Charpak. Both projects promote reforming of science teaching in primary schools based on the inquiry approach. For this, the Pollen project aims at creating a sustainable framework for science education through a child-centered approach. We share the same motivations of La main à la pâte and of the Pollen projects but our work focuses on the use of robotics, thus our contribution concerns investigating the kind of activities students can develop manipulating technological devices for building their knowledge. The fact that a student is able to build his own knowledge is one of the inquiry-based science education main issues. In our everyday life we can observe how young people are uninhibited and involved in activities using technological devices. Technology is often used to present in more attractive ways educational concepts: for example by asking students to build hypertexts (or podcasts or other types of document) describing history events or other subjects. It has an unreachable success in simulating events, for making visible biological, chemical processes, in recording and helping the analysis of natural and unnatural events: we already mentioned the WISE project. The emphasis of our experiences is in providing students opportunities to be authors of activities using technological devices for producing and collecting empirical facts in order to derive concepts of the school standard curricula. A peculiar aspect of robot activities concerns the programming language students use that in activities here described is either a textual Logo-like language in primary schools or an iconic language such as NXT-G for the NXT robot by Lego, after some practice with robot programming The purpose is to avoid using programming languages too difficult thus absorbing almost the whole time of the robot activities in schools rather than to leave time for analyzing the curricula concepts goal of the activity.
EXPERENCIES AND LESSONS
In this section we show how the IBSE framework, described above, is implemented in activities with programmable robots. These experiences have been carried out in Italy and Spain in projects with different teachers in different schools. For each of them we give a characterization in terms of the level of applicability (from kindergarten to university) and analyze the experience by describing the design, the environment and the learning challenges as from the teachers comments.
Kindergarten and early years of primary school
First activities here covered have been proposed to children in their last year of kindergarten and in first and second grades of primary school. They use the mini robot Bee-Bot, a big bee with buttons on its back produced by the TTS group, We can program the bee by pushing the six buttons on its back that make it move forward or backward (of 15 cm), turn left or right a quarter of a pizza, start to move after one or several buttons have been pushed one after the other or delete all previous commands.
Discovering the Bee-Bot. A teacher in a primary school near Torino, new herself to robots, has carried out activities using the Bee-Bot for the first time with her second grade schoolchildren, about 8 years old, during the 2007-2008 school year. This experience is described by De Michele, Demo and Siega (2008) . Schoolchildren were left to discover by themselves the results of pushing the different buttons: every child pushed one button and the start button and saw how his/her Bee-Bot moved on the classroom floor. They discovered that the bee could stroll around the classroom floor with several pushes of the same or of different buttons. For schoolchildren activities with the Bee-Bot, the teacher decided a heuristic and cooperative approach where they discover by themselves the function of each button and discuss with schoolmates about their discoveries. In his robot-journal a child wrote that the Bee remembers which buttons you push and their sequence until you erase its memory (!) as with the numbers you call with your mobile. Not all but many children are digital natives (Prensky, 2001 ).
Reasoning about distances covered by the Bee-Bot and comparing them. During another activity schoolchildren used an adhesive tape you can write on as the one used by decorators. The teacher asked children to make the robot move by pushing only the forward button. When a student made the Bee-Bot move she/he stuck a piece of tape to the floor to mark the path covered and wrote on it how many times she/he had pushed the forward button. Among others, schoolchildren have been working on problems like the following ones:
• make your Bee-Bot move further than the Bee-Bot of another student in the class,
• make your Bee-Bot move twice/half the distance covered by another student's Bee-Bot. Practicing the mathematics they had in their curriculum in particular working with one digit numbers (the number of times other students pushed the forward button of their Bee-Bot) and informally introducing the concept of direct proportion.
Discovering what "programming" is. When the teacher asked a child holding the bee to make it reach herself, some of the schoolchildren observed that buttons should not be pushed randomly, as they had been doing till then. At this point, the teacher made everybody sit around a big table with a squared paper covering it. The side of each square was equal to one step of the Bee-Bot, 15 cm. The teacher put the BeeBot and one of her pictures in two different squares and asked the children to think of a path for the bee could reach her picture from its square. Children planned different paths and drew them on the squared top of the table, then decided sequences of commands to cover their paths, they corrected these sequences and in the end the teacher's picture was reached by the bee through different paths. In this activity children discovered programming and debugging. As for programming they found that after one designs on the paper a path for the Bee-Bot, he has to find a sequence of button pushes to make it cover that planned path. As for debugging they found that "if you teach the bee correctly it covers the path you decided otherwise you have to change your teaching" as we read in the robot-journal of a schoolchild.
Reasoning about geometrical shapes. Once students made the bee cover some given paths by programming it, they worked, again using the adhesive tape, on problems similar to the following ones:
a. make the Bee-Bot go back to the starting point -find the shortest way for the robot to come back to the starting point b. make the Bee-Bot draw a rectangle on the floor c. make the Bee-Bot draw a triangle on the floor. While solving these problems by programming the Bee-Bot, schoolchildren experimented with angles and several geometrical concepts, as described in Demo (2009) . During activity a. in a third grade, some children discovered that the robot comes back to its start-position if it draws a rectangle on the floor (the only possible turn for the bee is a 90 degree angle): thus they found out that the inside angles of a rectangle sum up to 360 degrees. During the activity in c. children discovered that the Bee-Bot cannot draw a triangle. Activity a. was particularly interesting because it was an example of a problem with several solutions. It was also an activity where schoolchildren discovered that problems given by the teacher can be discussed, found ill-posed and thus requiring a change in their formulation. In this case when the teacher asked if one of the robot paths shown as solution to problem a. was better than the others, there was a class discussion. The class concluded that some paths had properties, for example some were shortest paths, but problem a. was not asking a path with a particular property. This and other similar experiences were inspired by the Stella Baruk's book L'age du capitaine (1985, p. 25) with the famous ill-posed problem on how old a captain is.
Teacher, is this robotics or math?
With schoolchildren from eight years old teachers guided activities using the Bee-Bot on measures and counting. The starting activity included programming the Bee-Bot to move from one point to another on a floor without measure references as shown in figure 2(a). The objective of the activity is to have students determine how far the Bee-Bot moves at each step. The instructor introduced the concept of measure: if the bee has to cover a given distance how many pushes are required?, how can we tell how far the bee went? How do we measure the distance covered? First we used several non-conventional tools, often different kinds of laces. Then we choose the ruler that it is a common tool for students to have and gives a number for the quantity of space covered at each step. To determine how far the bee goes with a given number of button pressings, one child suggests the arithmetical operation of adding (the length of one step to the previous ones), another suggests multiplying the number of steps times the space covered by the single step), see figure 2(b). When the teacher recalled that both are right because the product is defined by means of the sum, after all the measuring students had done, one child shouted «Teacher, is this robotics or math?>>. Children drew the paths on their squared exercise-books as they had done on the squared table in earlier activities, and at this point the introduction of the Cartesian plane was introduced as suggested by some children.
Figure 2 -Children with Bees (a) planning a path (b)
During an activity similar to the one finding a path from the bee to the teacher some schoolchildren observed that choosing the shortest path, could be one option but not necessarily the good one: "It depends on, perhaps we have to make the bee get some flower for the teacher". This is another case where schoolchildren have discovered that problems can be discussed.
The described experiences naturally involved several educational components. For example, after each robot session there was a discussion time followed by a self-activity where each child wrote a few lines on what she/he did with the Bee-Bot and then a common writing of all students on the class-robot-journal. Students have experienced the inquiry aspects pointed out by Linn: "diagnosing problems, critiquing experiments, and distinguishing alternatives, planning investigations, researching conjectures, searching for information, constructing models, debating with peers, and forming coherent arguments" but also they have developed an inquiry attitude with respect to mathematics concepts which is uncommon in lower grades and thus most important, [De Michele, Demo and Siega, 2008; Demo and Marcianó, 2007) ]. Indeed according to Rocard's report, opportunities for mathematics experimenting are not frequent yet extremely positive in the concrete knowledge phase of human intellectual development (Rocard, 2007) . Activities similar to those we have described here naturally allow students to experiment mathematical and physical concepts they have introduced or will introduce in their normal school curriculum. We have not yet performed a specific evaluation of children's achievements, but teachers can compare the abilities acquired by students involved in educational robotics with those of all the other students of the same age they had in over twenty years of teaching. They notice that, when using the Bee-Bot, a reduced number of students show problems with numbers, counting and mathematics in general, while more than the average like to contribute to the robot-journal: thus robots seem to have positive effects on different curriculum disciplines. Teachers also believe there is positive effect on cognitive capabilities because students seem to develop firm skills for solving topological problems (my left, his/her left), logical thinking and accessing problem-solving. In addition, students having a playful approach to robotics begin to understand what programming a robot is and what programming does mean: i.e. educational robotics contributes to introduce principles of Computer Science in very early education according to the 2006 ACM curricula (ACM, 2006) . Of course, the cooperation of the teachers involved in the same projects has been most important to enhance their discussions, discoveries and planning of new activities. Similarly, the in class cooperation among students and of students with their teachers has been essential for the progress of the activities under an IBSE approach.
Transition to a programming language
The Bee-Bot robots are convenient to children in kindergarten and in early years of primary school, but their programming power is very limited. Besides, after a number of experiences, it turns out necessary to provide computer support for kids & teachers helping in designing and carrying out activities with other types of robots. Also, sometimes we and the teachers would like to have several settings adapted to the activities, to be able to stop one activity at any time and to continue it (from the same point) another day or to register kids' progresses, or to compare how their skills evolve on the same kind of problems. In these and other cases we need a computer based support to perform such activities in a sustainable way for everybody. To overcome the Bee-Bot restricted programming power and provide the computer based support the NQCBaby textual language and its integrated program development environment have been developed for programming the RCX and NXT robots by Lego as described by Demo and Marcianó (2007) . NQCBaby is a Logo like language that, among others, has commands corresponding to the Bee-Bot buttons allowing a smooth transition from the Bee-Bot to the Lego robots to be used from the second or third year of the primary school. These commands are: forward, backward, left and right making the basic NXT robot move as the Bee-Bot moves with one push of the corresponding buttons on the same floor. We describe NQCBaby as a "progressive" language because it is introduced by levels beginning with the Bee-Bot commands kernel level for 7-8 years children and then evolving through several levels to a set of commands used mostly by students beginning the middle school. In primary school activities it was decided to use a textual rather than an iconic programming language in order to investigate whether the learning of writing the native language can benefit from the parallel learning of the textual programming language with its syntactical rules as described by Demo and Marcianó (2007) . NQCBaby and experiences on using it with Lego platforms in late years of primary school have been already described in a number of papers, see De Michele (2008) and Demo (2009) .
Algebraic expressions. Middle schools teachers have mostly used NQCBaby in activities motivating or experimenting mathematical concepts. An example is an activity for motivating variables in algebraic expressions carried out in a second year of a middle school. Teachers and students have analyzed a number of programs for moving mini robots, written in the NQCBaby language. This static analysis of the code aimed at specifying the length of the path a robot covers when a program is run. When sensors are used this length is specified as an expression containing variables. The analysis associating algebraic expressions to robot programs can be used by teachers as a support in motivating elementary algebra, a typical subject addressed in junior high schools. Also in this activity robotics is used as means to concretely manipulate topics of traditional disciplines, it is integrated in standard school curricula and becomes an active learning environment for students involved as described by Demo (2010) . In a project currently going on in Spain, the activities with the NXT robot have been carried out using the iconic language NXT-G by Lego. The interest of NQCBaby and NXT-G experiences in middle school is their support to the introduction of dimensional calculation of physics, elementary goniometry and to new important abstractions like relative numbers, algebra and variables. An activity addressing natural and integers numbers, that is another typical topic of middle school mathematics, is described at the end of the next paragraph following the description of the Spanish project.
The project "Robotics for all"
The experience here described has been carried out in San Jorge, primary school (7-12 years) during 2009-10 and 2010-11 courses and is still going on. The main goal was to offer a high standard quality educational program using robotics in order to increase student's motivation and to involve them into a constructionist learning. The project has the support of the Pamplona Local Educational Administration as an innovative educational project, of the public society CEIN, Innovation Centre for Navarra within the program for young people "Learning to be an Entrepreneur", and of the Public University of Navarra, mainly with lecturers from the Teachers training faculty, as a Research & Development activity about teaching & Learning methodologies to be undertaken in Educational Robotics.
The public school "San Jorge" in Pamplona (a city of 200,000 inhabitants in Navarra Region, northern Spain), is situated in a deprived area of an inner-city suburb of 12.000 inhabitants. At present the neighborhood of the school is multicultural (Spanish, Eastern Europe, Latin American and North of Africa). Due to the crisis, many families have a hard economic situation because of an increasing unemployment in the last years. These are the reasons why we have proposed to the school this complimentary project in order to offer to schoolchildren an inclusive and good quality scientific education where the multicultural diversity could be an enriching aspect in the Teaching-Learning process. We use robotics as a technological artifact that can help in this task and we have started working with 11-12 years old students. The implementation of the project follows a constructionist approach with a Project Based Learning methodology.
For the students the main objective is to receive an initial robotic education. For the teachers and the school the main goals are to receive a training course, to participate in a didactic project with external entities and to participate in a scientific project that reinforces other school projects like inclusive education or diversity care projects. Our aim is to improve schoolchildren scientific and formal thought. For the project we have used LEGO Mindstorms with NXT-G language. The first task was to teach the teachers to "encapsulate knowledge" using "MyBlocks" (bottom-up approach, from facts to laws) the mechanism offered in NXT-G to define procedures. The main goal of this preliminary task is to transform the primitives of NXT-G (more oriented to the Robot logic) into problem (or user) oriented primitives. First MyBlocks introduced are: FORWARD (distance (cm)), BACKWARD (distance (cm)), RIGHT (degrees), LEFT (degrees) with functions equal to those of the primitives with same names in the NQCBaby language.
The educational projects (as we stated all the activities are project based learning oriented) are divided into topics and every topic has several progressive problems. We use procedures (our own blocks) and nstructions (the NXT-G blocks). Thus, "Learning a Topic" implies: i
-
The functional learning of designing, implementing and using such procedures and instructions, that is we need to learn how the language of the robot and the robot itself works; we say the robot is the study object and we have problems oriented to this task.
The use of the previous procedures and instructions to solve specific tasks "external" to the robot. In this case we say that the robot is the tool to learn how to solve other type of problems like kinematics, process automation, etc…
As described in fig. 3(a) , we proposed a problem integrated within a topic called "the bus without driver" which makes possible to study the linear movement. After that schoolchildren are able to use this knowledge to design a "bus without driver" line. This problem proposes to combine distance and time within this scenario (every stop lasts for 5 seconds).
Figure 3 -The "bus without driver" line problem (a) and a correlated application (b)
The Project Robotics-for-all is still an "open" experience, an on-going project. The teachers' training has been done during 6 months, 1-2h every week more or less, using the free time of the teachers and has not been systematized. They are demanding a specific training within the school in order to be able to prepare their robotic activities in time.
Pupils see robotic classes as "different ones". They are not able to identify them with other ways of learning and are fun for them. Even if for the moment they are working in big groups (25 students and one robot) they think they are learning things, maybe because they are very active.
The direction of the centre is very enthusiastic with the project that is maintained within the curricula and the official timetable. For the pupils robotics it is not a temporally activity, but another "normal" subject. As for evaluation purposes, for the moment we are observing and interviewing the different involved actors at school. Here follows an extract of what these different actors think of the experience.
The Director of the School
New Scientific project at school with external collaboration. Introducing relative numbers. The setup presented above can be used with minor modifications for introducing relative numbers in a practical way (see fig. 3(b) ). Imagine to define forward(tracks) and backward(tracks) as two sub-blocks, making the robot move respectively forward and backward for a certain distance measured in a unit that represents one track of a line with regularly distributed stops. Assume to tag all the stops from a middle point of the line to the right with natural numbers, starting from 0. It is possible to define a simple 'practical' arithmetic based on the following rules: n1+n2 put the robot on the stop tagged n1 and execute forward(n2): the reached position is tagged with the sum n1+n2 n1-n2, n1>n2
"Due to the recent foreign immigration and to the economic and social situation of the last years we have "re-think" a new educational model for our school based on 4 criteria: plurality, change speed, importance of information technology and economy importance…
starting from n1, execute backward(n2) the reached position is tagged with the difference n1-n2 Till now you have worked with natural numbers.
n1-n2, n1<n2
the operation is the same of the previous case but the robot reaches a position in the left half of the straight line To justify the usual notation and ordering for negative numbers you could observe that: 0-n2 = -n2 starting from 0 and executing backward(n2) the robot reaches a position that is opposite of that represented by n2. n1+n2, n2<0 now you start from n1 but you must go backward due to the negative contribution (i.e. forward(n2) = backward(-n2)) Therefore you practically establish the equivalence between n1+n2, n2<0 and n1-(-n2), (-n2)>0. Also this equivalence holds: backward(n) = forward(-n). n1-n2 you start from n1 and execute backward(n2) which results in a forward or a backward motion depending on the sign of n2
High schools
Though the core of the constructionist approach with its learning progression is particular effective and widely adopted at lower levels of instruction, the power of an experimental approach finalized to introduce more complex and abstract concepts, as required at the secondary level, remains relevant and crucial in the scientific areas. At this level all the potential of relative complex robotic architecture can be exploited to introduce a wide variety of new concepts: trigonometry, kinematics and dynamics, rudiments of artificial intelligence, theory of computer science and technology (Frangou et al., 2008; Arlegui et al., 2008) . This can be done despite of the relative simplicity of the used robots, provided a minimum degree of precision is guaranteed. The following are just a few examples of how exploiting the LEGO Mindstorms robot for these purposes. They have been used as representative examples to prepare effective didactical units offered to secondary teachers both during in-service teacher training courses and during science dissemination activities, organized in Italy with the collaboration of the Town Museum of Rovereto which is specifically active in the field of science education. A first example ('The small metro line') is a more detailed review of the already presented example "Bus without driver", given in terms of a progressive, quantitative significant experience. We use again a onemotor straight-line robot emulating a very simple metro line (fig. 4) . The progression starts from a line with stations at a fixed, given distance from each other; then continues with a constant but parametric distance, then with variable distance between two successive stations. With this example it is possible to study some basic cinematic relations between space, time and speed, including the transformation from the circular motion of the motor into the linear motion of the robot.
Figure 4 -One-motor robot
It is assumed that a direct proportionality holds between the tunable motor power and the angular speed of the external axis: this is almost true within an acceptable precision. Say K ωP the constant of proportionality, to be experimentally evaluated, i.e.:
(the power parameter is given in terms of percentage with 100% as maximum; ω is measured in radians/s). If you know the common radius r of the driving wheels, you can calculate the relation between linear speed and power: fig. 3 but with equally spaced stops). Called D the known distance between either two successive stations, the first experiment is to make the robot going straight with constant speed from one stop to the following, staying there for a while to simulate the unloading and loading of travelers, and then similarly continuing along the next track to end at the final stop of the line. Decided a traveling period T between two stations, the formula above gives you the power to be applied during each travel of the metro between two stations (assuming negligible initial acceleration and final deceleration):
The practical experience with the robot shows that imposing a duration when you control the motor is much less precise than imposing a total angle to be performed during one track. In order to exploit this better possibility, you must simply consider that the ratio s/r is the angle, measured in radians; the motor has to produce to have the robot moved for s units of space with a wheel of radius r. Thus, because the motor control requires angles in degrees, the formula to be applied to calculate in degrees the angle (θ g ) is again rather simple:
In this case the power can be set at a reasonable value, on which the time spent on a single track depends and can be approximately calculated as:
This is the first example, with a relatively simple and flexible setup. The following step is to allow the user to define D parametrically. This leads to a slight but significant modification: the introduction of a variable which is initially set to the desired value. In order to adapt the program to different values of D it suffices to modify this initial value in just one command. Notice that D must be scaled through the sequence of a suitable multiplication and division to obtain the necessary (duration) angle corresponding to one track. For solving the problem of variable distances between stations, you need to introduce a higher abstraction: you need something like a procedure where the distance can be set as a calling parameter, so that you can pass different distance values for different calls. In NXT-G, as already mentioned, the mechanism to define procedures is called 'My Block' and D becomes an input parameter of the block which can be set by means of a data wire connected to each of the instances of the block in the program. Space, speed and time are everyday aspects with which we must deal particularly when we use transportation means. Whereas it is known that the lived experience makes us qualitatively understand that, more speed we can get, less time is needed to reach a certain place, to deduce from this experience that speed is quantitatively the ratio between space and time is much less immediate. The simple metro laboratorial experience can help to reinforce these concepts in an IBSE perspective. The transformation in a machine from a circular motion to a linear motion, and vice versa, is an historical mechanical problem that could suggest mentioning interesting old machineries like those designed by Leonardo da Vinci. This transformation, when based on simple wheels of known radius, even considering possible scale factors and the transformation between radians and degrees, leads to simple linear formulas which are affordable by secondary students and can enforce their confidence on mathematics applied to physical aspects. Another subject that can be dealt with in this phase is the influence of the integer calculation on the precision of the final result. When you have an expression including the four basic integer operation, a general suggestion to reduce the error propagation is to gather divisions in order to minimize them, being the major factor of loose of precision in an integer calculation. Another interesting observation is the convenience, when possible (limited dynamics of values) to introduce a scale factor to move the range of possible values in the integer domain. With the second step the introduction of a variable is 'problem directed': the student can find reasonable and fully justified the introduction of this new entity which is referred literally by a name. For the student this is the very first step to move from arithmetic to algebra. For the teacher it represents the occasion to stimulate some observation on the typical learning problems that initially arise in this passage. For example, the understanding that a literal may represent a class of values, that different literals may represent equal values, that in a specific instance of an algebraic expression all the occurrences of the same literal represent the same value. When you define a sub-block in the third step, you introduce a new abstraction which expresses various interesting aspects. The procedural approach introduces more effectively the concept of parameter as an interface variable representing data on which the define block must operate. These data are set with variable values which may possibly depend on external events or states (i.e. the sensor samples). This approach leads to a divide-and-conquer way to solve relative complex problems. Moreover the procedure concept is crucial in any programming language. In the following example, that we called 'The Shadow', the robot estimates the distance between a light source and an obstacle by means of the object's shadow. The light is assumed to be a point source; the height of the obstacle, a vertical rectangle, and of the light source are known. The robot necessary for this experience is again rather simple and traditionally called 'tribot', that means one motor for each drive wheel and one free small wheel on the rear to permit rotations. The robot is equipped with a light sensor oriented toward the ground and a sonar sensor able to measure the distance of obstacles in front of the robot. The setup of the experiment is shown in figure 5(a) .
Figure 5 -The shadow setup (a, upper) and the applied similitude (b, lower)
The program is divided into two parts: during the first one the robot moves toward the obstacle until it recognizes the transition between the illuminated area and the shadow of the rectangular wall by means of the light sensor. Then the robot stops and measures the distance with respect to the obstacle. At this point three data are known: the height of the obstacle, the height of the light source and the length of the shadow projected by the obstacle on the ground and measured by the robot. Now the student is requested to find the formula from which it is possible to derive the unknown distance between the plane of the light source and the plane of the obstacle. For this, the teacher shows something like figure 5(b): when the student discovers the similitude that holds between the two triangles T1 and T2, he/she can easily calculate the unknown distance X O -X S with the formula: and the student could be asked to reason about trigonometric relationships that exist within the two triangles. In the last example we are presenting ('The lunar lander '), the robot represents a lunar module approaching the surface of the Moon with controlled, not destructive speed. The thrust of the jet engine that partly compensates the lunar gravity is simulated by the unwinding of a tape to which the robot is hung (see fig. 6(a) ). Thanks to this scenario, the student is first invited to study the Kepler's laws that regulate the planet motions. Some basic physical entities (space, time, speed, motion, and trajectory) are recalled to explain the natural fall of an object under the influence of the gravitational field and to derive the thrust necessary to avoid a destructive impact and to obtain a certain motion profile. The robot includes one motor connected to a reel around which a tape, hung to a fixed support, is wrapped and can be unwound: controlling the motor rotation the robot simulates the desired approaching to the surface. A sonar directed toward the ground permits to measure the distance of the robot from the surface.
Figure 6 -The lunar lander robot (a, upper) and one motion profile (b, lower)
The descent of the lander must follow a motion with decreasing speed, starting with an initial speed v 0 at a certain distance dist 0 from the surface and ending with a theoretically null speed when the robot reaches the surface. If you want to relate this speed profile to the distance of the module from the surface, you can represent such a profile with a monotonic, increasing (in absolute value) function v = v(dist) (lower values of distance correspond to lower values of speed). The type of function implies the type of motion. One possibility is to apply a linear speed/space profile, like that one in figure 6(b) (notice that speed has strictly a negative sign being in this case an approaching). Imposing this profile is rather simple due to its linearity and requires to calculate and apply a suitable motor power in the admissible range 0÷100%.. The surprise is to observe the actual motion of the robot, somehow counterintuitive, when subjected to this profile. For example, using the following data: Recalling the proportionality assumed between the applied power and the motor angular speed and the substantial proportionality between this latter speed and the speed of descent of the robot, thanks to the unwrapping of the tape (at least at a first approximation), it results (k<0): Concluding, the robot is controlled in a very simple way and the student can practically experience the motion without anticipating the analytical solution. The resulting motion is not simple, being an exponential in space and also in speed, and theoretically the final distance (dist m =0) is only reached asymptotically (remember that the factor k is negative). This is actually an IBSE approach to introduce not trivial concepts and relationships: the student is then requested to complete the analysis of the problem to motivate scientifically the experienced motion. Concluding, with educational robots teachers can adopt experimental laboratorial activities similar to those organized in traditional laboratories you can find in most secondary schools, with the additional advantage of using a flexible, attractive and multidisciplinary platform.
First Lego League (FLL) in Navarra
The case of the First Lego League (FLL) in Navarra is a set of activities in and out of the schools. We have established an organizing team that involves society and the business sector; the main organizer is the public society CEIN (Innovation Center for Navarra), with the collaboration of Educational & Political local authorities and Educational institutions (in this case several levels are cooperating, University level for teachers support training, and secondary & primary levels schools participating in the tournament) (Fava et al., 2009) . FLL Navarra has been organized for 3 years now (2009, 2010 and 2011) and all the involved actors (teachers, students, organizers, jury, referees, educational authorities, innovation responsible for the region, volunteers, etc...) are quite satisfied with the tournament. During these three years we have learned how to organize such a tournament and found sponsors; we have learned all the FLL tricks and so on. (see figure 7) .
Figure 7 -FLL Navarra in the last three years
We have made some evaluation of the tournament but mainly from the organization point of view. At this point we have started to make an evaluation form the point of view of what the teachers and students are working on during the preparation of the FLL. In fact they are making several activities related with a scientific project, a technical (robotics) project and the competition itself where they are involved in games with their robots in order to accomplish missions and to gain points.
The following table summarizes the principal cues in FLL (as it is outlined by International FLL).
PROBLEM SOLVING AND CREATIVITY

Present kids with a real-world problem
New scientific theme each year APPLY mathematical and science concepts to research, design, build and program autonomous robots
TEAMS OF STUDENTS AND MENTORS
Work as a team
Learn with adults and mentors
USE LEGO MINDSTORMS® technologies
DO IT ALL IN 8 WEEKS
Building, programming, testing, investigating solutions
Competing with peers in high-energy tournaments Presenting solutions to a real-world problem to a panel of judges GAIN hands-on experience solving real-world problems LEARN from and interact with adult mentors WORK as a group to overcome obstacles and meet challenges After they have participated in the FLL we wanted to ask the students/teachers questions like:
• Do you want to learn more about computers & robotics?
• Do you want to learn more on Science & technology?
• Are you more interested in Science & technology related jobs?
• Do you feel more comfortable when you face Science and Technology problems?
To accomplish this task we have chosen two reference frameworks, y schools in Spain (similar to the rest of Europe). As there is also another focus of interest for us within the FLL process and it is related to the main organizer, CEIN, more concretely to the "learning to undertake" program, we have added a third framework reference. This means that we have started to investigate how FLL Navarra provides a good scenario to work Rocard's report IBSE issues, taking into account the formative aims expressed within the eight basic competences and the specific competences of a "good young entrepreneur". Using these three reference frameworks we have started to investigate on that issues. For that we have started to make surveys and to make interviews to the different actors involved in FLL but also in Education, Business and other social and cultural issues (always related with Primary and Secondary education). We are still working on this task but the three following interviews show some preliminary results on the work we are doing.
The Director of FLL Navarra declared that: Responsible for teachers educational support in technology at secondary levels "…Interesting for both students and teachers… …the main difficulties come from the structure of the curriculum….these kind of "Open activities" are difficult to integrate…it is not only a matter of training for the teachers…they also need a support from the school and from the educative administration….
…in any case the participation of some teachers in such activities like FLL is necessary as the "wheel starts moving"……the wheel of the "pedagogical renovation"….the teachers that participate in FLL adopt as well an "open behaviour and mind" which is transmitted to other colleagues (as the FLL needs a collaboration among areas and with other colleagues of the same area)….
…Dealing with a competition in the educational context is a big challenge….teachers have to manage the competition to concert into a positive educative feedback… …teachers have problems to manage all these issues while they do the normal educational activity…. …not only students "suffer" when preparing FLL…teachers also suffer…. …in our case it has been a very good occasion for working together secondary teachers, university lecturers, business people and administration…" Joseba Ozkoidi K12 Education inspector "…FLL promotes formative situations where Teaching Learning by competences fits well….and moreover it is put into practice….the main difficulty comes from both the curriculum structure and the fact that the schools are quite "closed" to these new ways of teaching…the working methodology in FLL is very interesting as it provides a way to work mainly all the basic competences…but it is important that everybody in the team works in the four parts (Scientific project, technical project, team work and robotic competition)….sometimes the teams are only working for the robotic game, putting the other 3 parts to one side…and thus not working all the basic competencies…managing "the competition" is also an issue….for that it is very important transparency and to know exactly all the criteria the juries are going to apply…."
RECOMMENDATIONS
In spite of the augmented active role of students in all the phases of the PBL/IBSE process, the teacher maintains a crucial, central position as facilitator and mediator. For each activity the teacher gives students a problem to solve having a didactical objective. Each group of students decides how to assemble its robot, designs a behavior for that robot and develops its own program to implement the decided behavior that, with the assembled robot, is a solution to the given problem. The teacher follows discussions within each group and among groups of students monitoring them toward his/her didactical objective. Figure 8 summarizes all the ideas previously expressed (providing a framework where they can be carried out) with the teacher having a central position in the educational process. We believe that IBSE, PBL, Constructivism/Constructionism and technological artifacts can be concurrently used to promote a scientific way of thinking among the students with new, relevant potentialities. Provided this can be done by teachers within the schools and out of the schools (formal and informal learning), they need for that a double support. First of all we have to set up an adequate teacher training plan (as it is being done in the case of robotics activities) within the schools: usually teacher trainers come from the university whereas school teachers are trainees. The training phase helps teachers to integrate the design of roboticenhanced experiences in their institutional curriculum and to teach this to the students. Then once the teachers are confident with the tools they use and with the methodology they apply, it is the moment to link the school activities with real problems from the real world. At this point the society, through institutions like Public (Science related) Museums or other Public Institutions that promote creativity and innovation among young students, can "provide" the school with real problems with real data to be solved, and at the same time the school can "transform" these problems in order to produce the necessary didactical approach (the didactic transposition). These two "bi-directional" steps could enrich both roles; the school gains "real problems from out of the school" to be used with a Constructionist Project Based Learning strategy using IBSE methodologies; and the Public institutions like Museums or others gain a more didactic way of showing/describing/sharing their "contents". We think that this is the way we can educate our future (XXI century) citizens, linking schools (at all levels) and society, in harmony with the European Qualifications Framework (EQF) ("European Qualifications Framework", 2009 ). An adequate sequence of problems, designed to follow a constructionist strategy, is used to organize courses. The didactical value of traditional formal teaching/learning is expanded to include non-formal and even informal activities that can be carried out within the school or out of the school. This obliges us to make serious reflections about the mutual roles in the Educational issues of official educational institutions toward cultural or scientific institutions and the society in general. When giving general recommendations on introducing robotics in institutional curricula it is worth to remind that recently non formal and informal learning have received attention and importance comparable with, and sometimes even higher than, formal learning, particularly in IBSE frameworks, ("Recommendation", 2004) . One way to give measurable concreteness to these types of learning is to refer to 'competences' (Arlegui, Demo, Moro and Pina, 2010) .
Though this term has been used in the literature with different meanings, we refer to their definition as an integration of knowledge, practical ability, meta-cognitive and methodological capabilities, personal and social capacities, especially when stimulated by dealing with real problems. Traditional discipline-oriented competences are now complemented by more general skills giving the measure of the knowledge of 'how to act'. As a consequence, teachers must accept the idea that their own discipline promotes such wide spectrum of competences. In "Recommendation" (2006) , the European Parliament recognized in the already mentioned eight key competences (see the previous section describing FLL in Navarra) the core knowledge to pilot successful lifelong learning ("Recommendation", 2006) : when you analyze these competences, you can appreciate the positive impact that IBSE-oriented experiences, particularly when robotics is concern, have with respect of any of them in greater or lesser extent. Non formal/informal learning, especially for students showing some limits when assessed with traditional methods, becomes relevant when international acquired systems of evaluation are used to guide effective mechanisms for the introduction of young people in the labor market, as in the case of the EQF ("European Qualifications Framework", 2009) . This recommendation interprets a competence as a proven ability to use knowledge and practical skills in operational situations, but also the exploiting of personal, social and methodological abilities and the application of personal responsibility and autonomy. Therefore laboratorial robotic-enhanced IBSE activities implement teaching-learning processes aimed at acquiring competences, especially key competences, to build future active European citizens able to compete with citizens of other countries with comparable possibilities of success. When we emphasize laboratorial activities, autonomy, accountability, creation of artifacts, inductive and collaborative learning, multidisciplinarity, facing the complexity and variability of the real world, we point out learning strategies that seem indispensable for the challenges of the future generations.
FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS AND CONCLUSION
Another important experience we would like to carry out right now is a robotic activity at the Planetarium of Pamplona with several schools from Pamplona. It is similar to the FLL experience in the sense we have activities at school, activities out of a school, and public exposition of the activities with the families but without a tournament competition. The main purpose in this Planetarium experience is to establish the connection Museums-School-Society. We are doing this in collaboration with Town Museum of Rovereto (Italy). The main objective would be to have a common educational robotics program, to work on it each of us and once a year to make an "international" open day where the students and their teachers can show what they have done. This aspect is crucial, in our opinion, for constructing teachers' national and international networks. These in-and-out of the schools activities appear to be a promising way to work on STEM issues because they make easier connecting school activities with everyday life experiences such as those at home, in the street, during holidays or in a museum possibly using scale models to replicate the out of the school environments the experiences are related to. Keeping some of the activities in science-houses fulfils the need to share efforts, expenses to realize some real environments reproductions and finally, achievements. As a conclusive comment we point out that educational robotics experiences are interesting also for the role they play in the debate on whether and how computer science shall be introduced in school curricula (Barbero et al., 2011) . A support to this introduction is the need to develop computational thinking that is the knowledge about computing that goes beyond computer use and that is useful in any discipline. Proposals concerning problem solving and the development of programs for the designed behavior of a mini robot are approaches going in this direction. Of course proposals of new curriculum components must take into account a number of aspects of the addressed context first of all how old the involved schoolchildren are. In the robot programming activities described in this chapter, using different mini robot types, one finds activities convenient to students of all ages beginning with children in kindergarten to possibly reach long-life learning subjects. During these schools activities students enter as authors in the use of digital systems rather than as users only. Thus educational robotics contributes both to make concrete the students approach to STEM disciplines improving their understanding and to spreading computational thinking in all school types and levels capitalizing the digital familiarity and curiosity of most young people. We also observe that teaching programming is a sort of side effect contributing to introduce principles of Computer Science in education according to the ACM Task Force Committee for k-12 Computer Science Curriculum (ACM, 2006) .
